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The affective impact of music arises from a variety of factors, including intensity, tempo, rhythm,
and tonal relationships. The emotional coloring evoked by intensity, tempo, and rhythm appears to
arise from association with the characteristics of human behavior in the corresponding condition;
however, how and why particular tonal relationships in music convey distinct emotional effects are
not clear. The hypothesis examined here is that major and minor tone collections elicit different
affective reactions because their spectra are similar to the spectra of voiced speech uttered in
different emotional states. To evaluate this possibility the spectra of the intervals that distinguish
major and minor music were compared to the spectra of voiced segments in excited and subdued
speech using fundamental frequency and frequency ratios as measures. Consistent with the
hypothesis, the spectra of major intervals are more similar to spectra found in excited speech,
whereas the spectra of particular minor intervals are more similar to the spectra of subdued speech.
These results suggest that the characteristic affective impact of major and minor tone collections
arises from associations routinely made between particular musical intervals and voiced speech.
© 2010 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3268504�
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I. INTRODUCTION

The affective impact of music depends on many factors
including, but not limited to, intensity, tempo, rhythm, and
the tonal intervals used. For most of these factors the way
emotion is conveyed seems intuitively clear. If, for instance,
a composer wants to imbue a composition with excitement,
the intensity tends to be forte, the tempo fast, and the rhythm
syncopated; conversely, if a more subdued effect is desired,
the intensity is typically piano, the tempo slower, and the
rhythm more balanced �Cohen, 1971; Bernstein, 1976; Juslin
and Laukka, 2003�. These effects on the listener presumably
occur because in each case the characteristics of the music
accord with the ways that the corresponding emotional state
is expressed in human behavior. The reason for the emotional
effect of the tonal intervals used in music, however, is not
clear.

Much music worldwide employs subsets of the chro-
matic scale, which divides each octave into 12 intervals de-
fined by the frequency ratios listed in Table IA �Nettl, 1956;
Randel, 1986; Carterette and Kendall, 1999; Burkholder et
al., 2005�. Among the most commonly used subsets are the
diatonic scales in Table IB �Pierce, 1962; Bernstein, 1976;
Randel, 1986; Burns, 1999; Burkholder et al., 2005�. In re-
cent centuries, the most popular diatonic scales have been
the Ionian and the Aeolian, usually referred to simply as the
major and the minor scale, respectively �Aldwell and
Schachter, 2003� �Fig. 1�. Other things being equal �e.g.,
intensity, tempo, and rhythm�, music using the intervals of
the major scale tends to be perceived as relatively excited,
happy, bright, or martial, whereas music using minor scale
intervals tends to be perceived as more subdued, sad, dark, or

wistful �Zarlino, 1571; Hevner, 1935; Cooke, 1959; Crow-
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der, 1984; Krumhansl, 1990; Gregory and Varney, 1996;
Peretz et al., 1998; Burkholder et al., 2005�. There has been,
however, no agreement about how and why these scales and
the intervals that differentiate them elicit distinct emotional
effects �Heinlein, 1928; Hevner, 1935; Crowder, 1984; Car-
terette and Kendall, 1989; Schellenberg et al., 2000; Gabri-
elsson and Lindstöm, 2001�. Based on the apparent role of
behavioral mimicry in the emotional impact produced by
other aspects of music, we here examine the hypothesis that
the same framework pertains to the affective impact of the
different tone collections used in melodies.

To evaluate the merits of this hypothesis, we compared
the spectra of the intervals that, based on an empirical analy-
sis, specifically distinguish major and minor music with the
spectra of voiced speech uttered in different emotional states.
There are several reasons for taking this approach. First,
voiced speech sounds are harmonic and many of the ratios
between the overtones in any harmonic series correspond to
musical ratios �Helmholtz 1885; Bernstein, 1976; Rossing
1990; Crystal, 1997; Stevens, 1998; Johnston, 2002�. Sec-
ond, most of the frequency ratios of the chromatic scale are
statistically apparent in voiced speech spectra in a variety of
languages �Schwartz et al., 2003�. Third, we routinely extract
biologically important information about the emotional state
of a speaker from the quality of their voice �Johnstone and
Scherer, 2000; Scherer et al., 2001; Juslin and Laukka, 2003;
Thompson and Balkwill, 2006�. Fourth, the physiological
differences between excited and subdued affective states al-
ter the spectral content of voiced speech �Spencer, 1857; Jus-
lin and Laukka, 2003; Scherer, 2003�. Fifth, with few excep-
tions, the only tonal sounds in nature are the vocalizations of
animals, the most important of these being conspecific

�Schwartz et al., 2003�. Sixth, a number of non-musical phe-
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nomena in pitch perception, including perception of the
missing fundamental, the pitch shift of the residue, spectral
dominance, and pitch strength can be rationalized in terms of
spectral similarity to speech �Terhardt, 1974; Schwartz and
Purves, 2004�. And finally, as already mentioned, other as-
pects of music appear to convey emotion through mimicry of
human behaviors that signify emotional state. It therefore
makes sense to ask whether spectral differences that specifi-
cally distinguish major and minor melodies parallel spectral
differences that distinguish excited and subdued speech.

II. METHODS

A. Overview

The intervals that distinguish major and minor music
were determined from classical and folk melodies composed
in major and minor keys. The notes in these melodies were

TABLE I. Western musical scales �also called modes�. �A� The 12 intervals
of semitones, and the ratio of the fundamental frequency of the upper tone t
seven diatonic scales/modes. As a result of their relative popularity, the Ioni
scales, respectively. Although the Ionian and Aeolian modes and the scales t
some of the other scales/modes continue to be used today. For example, the
used in flamenco music, and the Mixolydian mode is used in some jazz. The
of the fifth and fourth scale degrees, respectively.

�A� Chromatic scale

Interval Name Semitones
Frequency

ratio
“MAJOR”

Ionian D

Unison �Uni� 0 1:1 M2
Minor second �m2� 1 16:15 M3
Major second �M2� 2 9:8 P4
Minor third �m3� 3 6:5 P5
Major third �M3� 4 5:4 M6
Perfect fourth �P4� 5 4:3 M7
Tritone �tt� 6 7:5 Oct
Perfect fifth �P5� 7 3:2
Minor sixth �m6� 8 8:5
Major sixth �M6� 9 5:3
Minor seventh �m7� 10 9:5
Major seventh �M7� 11 15:8
Octave �Oct� 12 2:1
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extracted and the intervals they represent were calculated and
tallied by condition. Excited and subdued speech samples
were obtained by recording single words and monologs spo-
ken in either an excited or subdued manner. From these re-
cordings only the voiced segments were extracted and ana-
lyzed. The spectra of the distinguishing musical intervals
were then compared with the spectra of the voiced segments
in excited and subdued speech according to fundamental fre-
quency and frequency ratios.

B. Acquisition and analysis of the musical databases

A database of classical Western melodies composed in
major and minor keys over the past three centuries was
compiled from the electronic counterpart of Barlow and
Morgenstern’s Dictionary of Musical Themes �Barlow and
Morgenstern, 1948�. The online version �http://www.
multimedialibrary.com/Barlow� includes 9825 monophonic

chromatic scale showing the abbreviations used, the corresponding number
fundamental frequency of the lower tone in just intonation tuning. �B� The
d the Aeolian modes are typically referred to today as the major and minor
present have been preeminent in Western music since the late 16th century,

ian mode is used in plainchant and some folk music, the Phrygian mode is
ian and Lydian are rarely used because the dissonant tritone takes the place

�B� Diatonic scales

Phrygian Lydian Mixolydian
“MINOR”

Aeolian Locrian

m2 M2 M2 M2 m2
m3 M3 M3 m3 m3
P4 tt P4 P4 P4
P5 P5 P5 P5 tt
m6 M6 M6 m6 m6
m7 M7 m7 m7 m7
Oct Oct Oct Oct Oct

FIG. 1. The major and minor scales in
Western music, shown on a piano key-
board �the abbreviations follow those
in Table IA�. The diatonic major scale
contains only major intervals, whereas
the all three diatonic minor scales sub-
stitute a minor interval at the third
scale degree. Two also substitute a mi-
nor interval at the sixth scale degree,
and one a minor interval at the seventh
scale degree �the melodic minor scale
is shown ascending; when descending
it is identical to the natural minor�.
Thus the formal differences between
the major and minor scales are in the
third, sixth, and seventh scale degrees;
the first, second, fourth, and fifth scale
degrees are held in common.
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melodies in MIDI format comprising 7–69 notes. From
these, we extracted 971 initial themes from works that were
explicitly identified in the title as major or minor �themes
from later sections were often in another key�. The mean
number of notes in the themes analyzed was 19.9 �SD
=7.5�. To ensure that each initial theme corresponded to the
key signature in the title, we verified the key by inspection of
the score for accidentals; 29 further themes were excluded on
this basis. Applying these criteria left 942 classical melodies
for analysis of which 566 were major and 376 minor. The
distribution of key signatures for these melodies is shown in
Table IIA.

To ensure that our conclusions were not limited to clas-
sical music, we also analyzed major and minor melodies in
the Finnish Folk Song Database �Eerola and Toivianen,
2004a�. These melodies are from the traditional music of that
region published in the late 19th century and first half of the
20th century �many of the themes derive from songs com-
posed in earlier centuries�. The full database contains 8614
songs in MIDI format comprising 10–934 notes each anno-
tated by key and designated as major or minor. To make our
analysis of folk songs as comparable as possible to the analy-
sis of classical melodies and to avoid modulations in later
sections of the pieces, we excluded all songs comprising
more than 69 notes �the maximum number in the classical
database melodies; the mean number of notes for the Finnish

TABLE II. The distribution of the key signatures of the major and minor
melodies we compiled from Barlow and Morgenstern’s Dictionary of Mu-
sical Themes �A� and the Finnish Folk Song Database �B�. The number of
melodies analyzed in each key is indicated to the right of each bar.
songs we analyzed was 39.0 �SD=13.2��. We also excluded
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any songs that were annotated as being in more than one key
or that were polyphonic. Applying these criteria left 6555
melodies for analysis of which 3699 were major and 2856
minor. The distribution of key signatures for these melodies
is shown in Table IIB.

To assess the tonal differences between the major and
minor melodies, the chromatic intervals represented by each
melody note were determined �1� with respect to the anno-
tated tonic of the melody and �2� with respect to the imme-
diately following melody note. Chromatic intervals based on
the tonic �referred to as “tonic intervals”� were defined as
ascending with respect to the tonic by counting the number
of semitones between each note in a melody and its anno-
tated tonic �see Table IA�; tonic intervals larger than an oc-
tave were collapsed into a single octave. Chromatic Intervals
between melody notes �referred to as “melodic intervals”�
were determined by counting the number of semitones be-
tween each note in a melody and the next. The number of
occurrences of each chromatic interval was tabulated sepa-
rately for tonic and melodic intervals in major and minor
classical and folk music using MIDI toolbox version 1.0.1
�Eerola and Toiviainen, 2004b� for MATLAB version R2007a
�Mathworks Inc., 2007�. The associated frequencies of oc-
currence were then calculated as percentages of the total
number of intervals counted. For example, the frequency of
tonic major thirds in classical major melodies was deter-
mined by dividing the total number of tonic major thirds in
these melodies by the total number of all tonic intervals in
these melodies.

The MIDI melodies were coded in equal tempered tun-
ing; however, we converted all intervals to just intonation for
analysis since this tuning system is generally considered
more “natural” than equal temperament �see Sec. IV�.

C. Recording and analysis of voiced speech

Single word utterances were recorded from ten native
speakers of American English �five females� ranging in age
from 18–68 and without significant speech or hearing pathol-
ogy. The participants gave informed consent, as required by
the Duke University Health System. Monologs were also re-
corded from ten speakers �three of the original participants
plus seven others; five females�. Single words enabled more
accurate frequency measurements, whereas the monologs
produced more typical speech. All speech was recorded in a
sound-attenuating chamber using an Audio-Technica
AT4049a omni-directional capacitor microphone and a Ma-
rantz PMD670 solid-state digital recorder �Martel Electron-
ics, Yorba Linda CA�. Recordings were saved to a Sandisk
flash memory card in .wav format at a sampling rate of
22.05 kHz and transferred to an Apple PowerPC G5 com-
puter for analysis. The background noise in the recording
chamber was measured in one-third-octave bands with center
frequencies from 12.5 Hz to 20 kHz, using a Larson–Davis
System 824 Real Time Analyzer averaging over periods of
10 s. The noise level was less than NC-15 for frequencies up
to and including 500 Hz, falling to �NC-25 by 5 kHz
�NC-20 is a typical specification for an empty concert hall�.
The spectra were analyzed using the “to pitch” autocor-
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relation algorithm �Boersma 1993�, the “to formant” LPC
algorithm �Press et al., 1992�, and the “get power” algorithm
in PRAAT version 5.0.43 �Boersma and Weenik, 2008�. PRAAT

default settings were used for both pitch and formant esti-
mates, with the exception of the pitch ceiling which was
set at 500 rather than 600 Hz �for pitch: floor=75 Hz,
ceiling=500 Hz, time step=10 ms, window length=40 ms;
for formants: number=5, ceilings for male / female
=5 kHz /5.5 kHz, respectively, window length=50 ms; since
there is no standard window length for power analyses we
determined power every 10 ms using a 10 ms window�.

Single words. Ten words that each had a different vowel
embedded between the consonants /b/ and /d/ �i.e., bead, bid,
bed, bad, bod, bud, booed, bawd, bird, and “bood,” the last
pronounced like “good”� were repeated by participants.
These vowels �/i, (, �, œ, Ä, #, u, Å, É, */� were chosen as a
representative sample of voiced speech sounds in English;
the consonant framing �/b¯d/� was chosen because it maxi-
mizes vowel intelligibility �Hillenbrand and Clark, 2000�.
Each participant repeated each word seven times so that we
could analyze the central five utterances, thus avoiding onset
and offset effects. This sequence was repeated four times
�twice in each emotional condition� using differently ordered
lists of the words, pausing for 30 s between the recitations of
each word list. Participants were instructed to utter the words
as if they were excited and happy, or conversely as if they
were subdued and sad. The quality of each subject’s perfor-
mance was monitored remotely to ensure that the speech was
easily recognized as either excited or subdued. The funda-
mental frequency values were checked for accuracy by com-
paring the pitch track in PRAAT with the spectrogram. In
total, 1000 examples of single word vowel sounds in each
experimental condition were included in the database �i.e.,
100 from each speaker�.

A PRAAT script was used to automatically mark the
pauses between each word; vowel identifier and positional
information were then inserted manually for each utterance
�the script can be accessed at http://www.helsinki.fi/~lennes/
praat-scripts/public/mark_pauses.praat�. A second script was
written to extract the fundamental frequency �using “to
pitch”� and the frequencies of the first and second formants
�using “to formant”� from a 50 ms segment at the mid-point
of each vowel utterance.

Monologs. The participants read five monologs with ex-
citing content and five monologs with subdued content
�Table III�. Each monolog was presented for reading in a
standard manner on a computer monitor and comprised
about 100 syllables with an approximately equal distribution
of the ten different American English vowels examined in
the single word analysis. The instructions given the partici-
pants were to utter the monologs with an emotional coloring
appropriate to the content after an initial silent reading. Per-
formance quality was again monitored remotely.

Analysis of the monologs was complicated by the fact
that natural speech is largely continuous; thus the “mark
pauses” script could not be used. Instead we wrote another
PRAAT script to extract the fundamental frequency, first and
second formant frequencies, and amplitude values using a

time step of 10 ms and the PRAAT functions listed above
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�amplitude was obtained by taking the square root of the
values returned by “get power”�. In order to avoid the inclu-
sion of silent intervals, time points where the amplitude was
less than 5% of a speaker’s maximum were rejected. To
avoid including unvoiced speech segments, time points at
which no fundamental frequency was identified were also
removed �as the to pitch function steps through the speech
signal it assigns time points as either voiced or unvoiced
depending on the strength of identified fundamental fre-
quency candidates; for details, see Boersma, 1993�. On av-
erage, 32% of the monolog recordings was silence and 13%
was unvoiced; thus 55% of the material was voiced and re-
tained. Each monolog was spoken over 10–20 s and yielded
approximately 380 voiced data points for analysis.

D. Comparison of speech and musical spectra

Spectral comparisons were based on fundamental fre-
quency and frequency ratios; these two acoustic features
were chosen because of the critical roles they play in the
perception of both voiced speech sounds and musical inter-
vals. In speech, fundamental frequency carries information
about the sex, age, and emotional state of a speaker �Hollien,
1960; Crystal, 1990; Protopapas and Lieberman, 1996;
Banse and Scherer, 1996; Harrington et al., 2007�; frequency
ratios between the first and second formants �F1, F2� differ-
entiate particular vowel sounds, allowing them to understood
across speakers with anatomically different vocal tracts
�Delattre, 1952; Pickett et al., 1957; Petersen and Barney,
1962; Crystal, 1990; Hillenbrand et al., 1995�. In music, the
fundamental frequencies of the notes carry the melody; the
frequency ratios between notes in the melody and the tonic
define the intervals and provide the context that determines
whether the composition is in a major or minor mode.

Comparison of fundamental frequencies. The fundamen-
tal frequency of each voiced speech segment was determined
as described �Fig. 2�a��. The comparable fundamental fre-
quency of a musical interval, however, depends on the rela-
tionship between two notes. The harmonics of two notes can
be thought of as the elements of a single harmonic series
with a fundamental defined by their greatest common divisor
�Fig. 2�b��. Accordingly, for each of the intervals that distin-
guished major and minor music in our databases �see Fig. 1
and below�, we calculated the frequency of the greatest com-
mon divisor of the relevant notes. For tonic intervals these

TABLE III. Examples of the excited and subdued monologues read by the
speakers.

�A� Excited
I won the lottery and I still can’t believe it! I always bought a ticket but
you never expect to win. I don’t known what I’m going to do with ten
million dollars but I’m sure going to have fun finding out. I’ve had some
good luck in my day, but this tops it all.

�B� Subdued
The papers finalizing the divorce came today. Sometimes I think that it is
better this way but still I am torn between hurting the kids and staying in
a hopeless marriage, there is really no solution. They are still so young
and I know that this will hurt them a lot.
notes were the melody note and its annotated tonic, and for
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melodic intervals these notes were the two adjacent notes in
the melody. Differences between the distributions of funda-
mental frequencies in excited and subdued speech, and be-
tween the distributions of implied fundamental frequencies
in major and minor music, were evaluated for statistical sig-
nificance by independent two-sample t-tests.

The perceptual relevance of implied fundamental fre-
quencies at the greatest common divisor of two tones is well
documented �virtual pitch; reviewed in Terhardt, 1974�.
However, in order for an implied fundamental to be heard the
two tones must be presented simultaneously or in close suc-
cession �Hall and Peters, 1981; Grose et al., 2002�. These
criteria are not met by the tonic intervals we examined here
because for many melody notes the tonic will not have been
sounded for some time in the melody line. Instead the justi-
fication for using implied fundamentals with tonic intervals
depends on the tonic’s role in providing the tonal context for
appreciating the other melody notes �Randel, 1986; Aldwell
and Schacter, 2003�. Each note in a melody is perceived in
the context of its tonic regardless of whether or not the tonic
is physically simultaneous. This is evident from at least two
facts: �1� if the notes in a melody were not perceived in
relation to the tonic, there would be no basis for determining
the interval relationships that distinguish one mode from an-
other, making it impossible to distinguish major composi-
tions from minor ones �Krumhansl, 1990; Aldwell and
Schachter, 2003�; �2� because a note played in isolation has
no affective impact whereas a note played in the context of a
melody does, the context is what gives individual notes their
emotional meaning �Huron, 2006�. Thus, the fact that we can
hear the difference between major and minor melodies and
that we are affected by each in a characteristic way indicates
that each note in a melody is, in a very real sense, heard in

FIG. 2. The harmonic structure of speech sounds and musical intervals. �A
generated by the vibration of the vocal folds �the vertical green lines indicate
by the resonance of the rest of the vocal tract, thus defining speech formants
voiced speech segment shown here as an example was taken from the singl
lower panel�. �B� The spectra of musical intervals entail two harmonic serie
panel shows the superimposed spectra of two musical notes related by a m
harmonic series of the higher note in green, and the harmonics common to
recordings of tones played on an acoustic guitar with fundamentals of �440
as speech �see Sec. II�. The implied fundamental frequency �black arrow in
the context of a tonic.
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Comparison of speech formants and musical ratios. The
frequency ratios of the first two formants in excited and sub-
dued speech were compared with the frequency ratios of the
intervals that specifically distinguish major and minor music.
To index F1 and F2 we used the harmonic nearest the peak
formant value given by the linear predictive coding �LPC�
algorithm utilized by PRAAT’S “to formant” function, i.e., the
harmonic with the greatest local amplitude �in a normal
voiced speech sound there may or may not be a harmonic
power maximum at the LPC peak itself; Fant 1960; Press et
al., 1992�. The frequency values of the harmonics closest to
the LPC peaks were determined by multiplying the funda-
mental frequency by sequentially increasing integers until
the difference between the result and the LPC peak was
minimized. The ratios of the first two formants were then
calculated as F2/F1 and counted as chromatic if they were
within 1% of the just intonation ratios in Table IA. Differ-
ences in the prevalence of specific formant ratios in excited
and subdued speech were evaluated for statistical signifi-
cance using chi-squared tests for independence. The analy-
sis focused on F1 and F2 because they are the most power-
ful resonances of the vocal tract and because they are neces-
sary and sufficient for the discrimination of vowel sounds
�Delattre, 1952; Pickett et al., 1957; Rosner and Pickering,
1994�. Other formants �e.g., F3 and F4� are also important in
speech perception, but are typically lower in amplitude and
not critical for the discrimination of vowels �op cit.�.

III. RESULTS

A. Intervals in major and minor music

The occurrence of different chromatic intervals among
the tonic and melodic intervals in major and minor classical

e spectrum of a voiced speech sound comprises a single harmonic series
ci of harmonic peaks�; the relative amplitude of the harmonics is modulated

risks indicate the harmonic peaks of the first two formants, F1 and F2�. The
d database and has a fundamental frequency of 150 Hz �black arrow in the
e from each of the two relevant notes �see text�. The example in the upper
third �the harmonic series of the lower note is shown in orange, and the

series in brown�. Each trace was generated by averaging the spectra of 100
550 Hz, respectively; the recordings were made under the same conditions

ower panel� is the greatest common divisor of the two harmonic series.
� Th
the lo
�aste
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and folk music is shown in Table IV. As expected from the
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formal structure of major and minor scales �see Fig. 1� as
well as musical practice, the most salient empirical distinc-
tion between major and minor music is the tonic interval of
the third scale degree. In both the classical and folk data-
bases major thirds made up 16%–18% of the intervals in
major melodies and less than 1% of the intervals in minor
melodies; this pattern was reversed for minor thirds, which
comprised less than 1% of the intervals in major melodies
and about 15% of the intervals in minor melodies. Tonic
intervals of the sixth and seventh scale degrees also distin-
guish major and minor music, but less obviously. These in-
tervals are only about half as prevalent in music as thirds,
and their distribution in major versus minor music is less
differentiated. There were no marked differences between
major and minor music among the tonic intervals held in
common by major and minor scales �unison/octave, perfect
fifth, major second, perfect fourth; see Fig. 1 and Table

TABLE IV. Frequency of occurrence of chromatic in
folk music. �A� Tonic intervals; defined as the numb
Melodic intervals; defined as the number of semiton
small intervals in �B� is in agreement with previous
guish major and minor music are underlined �dashed
IVA�.
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Notable differences between major and minor music
were also found for melodic seconds. In the classical data-
base, there were �8% more melodic major seconds in major
melodies than minor melodies, and �7% more melodic mi-
nor seconds in minor melodies than major melodies. In the
folk database this same pattern was apparent, with major
melodies containing �2% more melodic major seconds than
minor melodies, and minor melodies containing �6% more
melodic minor seconds than major melodies �Table IVB�.
The prevalence of the other melodic intervals was similar
across major and minor music, differing by 1% or less for all
except major thirds in folk music, which were 2.4% more
prevalent in major melodies than minor melodies.

The average duration of notes in major and minor melo-
dies was comparable, being within 30 ms in the classical
database and within 5 ms in the folk database. The overall

ls in major and minor Western classical and Finnish
semitones between a melody note and its tonic. �B�
tween adjacent melody notes. The preponderance of
es �Vos and Troost, 1989�. The intervals that distin-

indicate intervals with less marked contributions�.
terva
er of
es be
studi
-lines
difference in the mean pitch height of major and minor melo-
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dies in the classical and folk databases was also small, with
minor melodies being played an average of 10 Hz higher
than major melodies.

This empirical analysis of a large number of melodies in
both classical and folk genres thus documents the consensus
that the primary tonal distinction between major and minor
music with respect to tonic intervals is the prevalence of
major versus minor thirds, with smaller differences in the
prevalence of major and minor sixths and sevenths �see Sec.
IV�. With respect to melodic intervals, the only salient dis-
tinction between major and minor melodies is the prevalence
of major versus minor seconds, major music being character-
ized by an increased prevalence of major seconds and minor
music by an increased prevalence of minor seconds.

B. Comparison of fundamental frequencies

Figure 3 shows the distributions of fundamental frequen-
cies for individual speakers uttering speech in an excited
compared to a subdued manner. In agreement with previous
observations �Banse and Scherer 1996; Juslin and Laukka,
2003; Scherer 2003; Hammerschmidt and Jurgens, 2007�, the
fundamental frequency of excited speech is higher than that
of subdued speech. On average, the mean fundamental fre-
quency of excited speech exceeded that of subdued speech
by 150 Hz for females and 139 Hz for males in the single
word condition, and by 58 Hz for females and 39 Hz for
males in the monologue condition.

Figure 4 shows the distributions of the implied funda-
mental frequencies for tonic thirds, sixths, and sevenths and
melodic seconds in major and minor melodies. As expected
from the ratios that define major and minor thirds �5:4 and
6:5, respectively; see Sec. IV� and their different prevalence
in major and minor music �see Table IVA�, the implied fun-
damentals of tonic thirds are significantly higher in major
music than in minor music for both genres examined. In
classical music, the mean implied fundamental of thirds in
major melodies is higher than that in minor melodies by
21 Hz; in folk music, the mean implied fundamental of thirds
in major melodies is higher than that in minor melodies by
15 Hz. The pattern for tonic sixths is similar, with the mean
implied fundamental of sixths in major melodies being
higher than that in minor melodies by 46 Hz in classical
music, and by 13 Hz in folk music, despite the occurrence of
more major than minor sixths in minor folk music. The pat-
tern for sevenths in major and minor music, however, is dif-
ferent than that of thirds and sixths. Whereas in folk music
the mean implied fundamental of sevenths in major melodies
is a little higher than that in minor music �by �2 Hz�, in
classical music the mean implied fundamental of sevenths in
major melodies is actually lower than that in minor melodies
�by �5 Hz; see Sec. IV�. The differences between the im-
plied fundamental frequencies of melodic seconds in major
versus minor melodies follow the same pattern as tonic thirds
and sixths with a higher mean implied fundamental in major
music than in minor music in both musical databases. How-
ever, as with tonic sevenths the differences between the mean
implied fundamentals of seconds in major and minor melo-

dies were relatively small ��3 and �2 Hz for classical and
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folk music, respectively; all of these differences are highly
significant with p-values �0.0001 or less�.

An additional consideration in the comparison of funda-
mental frequencies in speech and the implied fundamental
frequencies of musical intervals is whether they are within
the same range. In the speech database, �97% of fundamen-
tal frequencies were between 75 and 300 Hz. In the music
database, the percentage of implied fundamentals within this
range was different for each of the intervals considered. For
tonic thirds and sixths, �70% and �56% of implied funda-
mentals were in this range, respectively. However, only
�1% of the implied fundamentals of tonic sevenths and
�7% of those of melodic seconds were within this range
�see Fig. 3�. Thus the implied fundamental frequencies of the
spectra of tonic thirds and sixths, but not tonic sevenths and
melodic seconds, conform to the frequency range of the fun-
damental frequencies in speech.

These results show that the implied fundamentals of
tonic thirds and sixths but not other intervals that empirically
distinguish major and minor music parallel to the differences
in the fundamental frequencies of excited and subdued
speech.

C. Comparison of formant and musical ratios

The distributions of F2/F1 ratios in excited and subdued
speech spectra are shown in Fig. 5. In both single words and
monologs, excited speech is characterized by a greater num-
ber of major interval ratios and relatively few minor interval
ratios, whereas subdued speech is characterized by relatively
fewer major interval ratios and more minor interval ratios.
Thus in the single word database, F2/F1 ratios corresponding
to major seconds, thirds, sixths, and sevenths made up
�36% of the ratios in excited speech, whereas ratios corre-
sponding to minor seconds, thirds, sixths, and sevenths were
entirely absent. In subdued speech only �20% of the for-
mant ratios corresponded to major seconds, thirds, sixths,
and sevenths, whereas �10% of the ratios corresponded to
minor seconds, thirds, sixths, and sevenths. The same trend
is evident in the monolog data; however, because the overlap
of the distributions of excited and subdued fundamentals is
greater, the differences are less pronounced �see Fig. 3 and
Sec. IV�.

These parallel differences between the occurrence of
formant ratios in excited and subdued speech and the ratios
of the musical intervals that distinguish major and minor
melodies provide a further basis for associating the spectra of
speech in different emotional states with the spectra of inter-
vals that distinguish major and minor music.

IV. DISCUSSION

Although the tonal relationships in music are only one
determinant of its affective impact—the emotional influence
of tonality in melodies competes with the effects of intensity,
tempo, and rhythm among other factors—they are clearly
consequential, as indicated by the distinct affective qualities
of major and minor music. Despite the use of major and
minor tonalities for affective purposes in Western music for

at least the last 400 years �Zarlino, 1558�, the reason for their
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different emotional quality is not known. We thus asked
whether the affective character of major versus minor music

FIG. 3. The fundamental frequencies of excited �red� and subdued �blue� sp
word utterances and �B� monolog recordings; brackets indicate means. Th
�0.0001 or less in independent two-sample t-tests�. The difference between
across speakers �p�0.0001 for single words, and �0.01 for monologs in d
might be a consequence of associations made between spec-
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tral qualities of the intervals that specifically distinguish ma-
jor and minor compositions and spectral qualities of speech

segments for individual male and female speakers derived from �A� single
ferences between the two distributions are significant for each speaker �p
ean fundamentals of the excited and subdued distributions is also significant
ent t-tests for paired samples�.
eech
e dif
the m
uttered in different emotional states.
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A. Empirical differences between major and minor
music

Analysis of a large number of classical and folk melo-
dies shows that the principal empirical distinction between
major and minor music is the frequency of occurrence of
tonic major and minor thirds: nearly all tonic thirds in major
melodies are major, whereas this pattern is reversed in minor
melodies �see Table IVA�. The different distributions of tonic
major and minor sixths and sevenths also contribute to the

FIG. 4. The implied fundamental frequencies of tonic thirds, sixths, and sev
music �A� and Finnish folk music �B�. Arrows indicate the mean implied
interval data in �B� is a consequence of fewer different key signatures in ou
well as the fact that the classical melodies span more octaves than the folk
implied fundamental frequencies for major and minor melodies are statistica
dent two-sample t-tests�.
tonal distinction of major and minor music, but less promi-
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nently. Although major melodies almost never contain tonic
minor sixths and sevenths, melodies in a minor key often
include tonic major sixths and sevenths, presumably because
the harmonic and melodic versions of the minor scales are
often used �see Fig. 1�. An additional distinction between
major and minor music is the prevalence of melodic major
and minor seconds. Compared to minor melodies, major
melodies contain more melodic major seconds, and, com-
pared to major melodies, minor melodies contain more me-

and melodic seconds in major and minor melodies from Western classical
mental frequency values for each distribution. The sparseness of the tonic
music sample compared to our sample of classical music �see Table II�, as

dies ��6 octaves vs �3 octaves�. Differences between the distributions of
gnificant for each of the intervals compared �p�0.0075 or less in indepen-
enths
funda
r folk
melo
lly si
lodic minor seconds �see Table IVB�.
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B. Comparison of speech and music spectra

Speech uttered in an excited compared to a subdued
manner differs in pitch, intensity, tempo, and a number of
other ways �Bense and Scherer 1996; Scherer 2003; Ham-
merschmidt and Jurgens, 2007�. With respect to tonality,
however, the comparison of interest lies in the spectral fea-
tures of voiced speech and musical intervals �see Introduc-
tion�.

The results we describe show that differences in both
fundamental frequency and formant relationships in excited
versus subdued speech spectra parallel spectral features that
distinguish major and minor music. When a speaker is ex-
cited, the generally increased tension of the vocal folds raises
the fundamental frequency of vocalization; conversely when
speakers are in a subdued state decreased muscular tension
lowers the fundamental frequency of vocalization �see Fig.
3�. In music two factors determine the frequency of a musi-
cal interval’s implied fundamental: �1� the ratio that defines
the interval and �2� the pitch height at which the interval is
played. The defining ratios of minor seconds, thirds, and
sixths �16:15, 6:5 and 8:5, respectively� yield smaller great-
est common devisors than the defining ratios of major sec-
onds, thirds, and sixths �9:8, 5:4, and 5:3�; thus minor sec-

onds, thirds, and sixths played at the same pitch height as
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their major counterparts will always have lower implied fun-
damentals. In our musical databases, the average pitch height
of minor melodies was somewhat higher than major melo-
dies, thus reducing the difference between the implied fun-
damentals of these major and minor intervals �see Sec. III�.
Despite these effects, the mean implied fundamentals of
tonic thirds and sixths and melodic seconds in major music
are still higher than those in minor music. However, for
melodic seconds, the relatively small size of this difference
��2–3 Hz� and the fact that most of their implied funda-
mentals ��93% � fall below the range of fundamental fre-
quencies in speech make associations with the spectra of
excited and subdued speech on these grounds less likely. In
contrast to the defining ratios of seconds, thirds, and sixths,
the defining ratio of the minor seventh �9:5� yields a larger
greatest common devisor than the defining ratio of the major
seventh �16:9�, making its implied fundamental at a given
pitch height higher than its major counterpart. This reasoning
indicates why the pattern observed for tonic thirds and sixths
and melodic seconds is not also apparent for tonic sevenths.
Furthermore, as with melodic seconds, nearly all of the im-
plied fundamentals of tonic sevenths ��99% � fall below the
range of the fundamentals in speech.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the ratios of
the first two formants in excited and
subdued speech derived from analyses
of the single word and monologue da-
tabases. Ratios have been collapsed
into a single octave such that they
range from 1 to 2. �A� The distribution
of formant ratios in excited and sub-
dued speech from the single word da-
tabase; green bars indicate ratios
within 1% of chromatic interval ratios
�see Table IA�; gray bars indicate ra-
tios that did not meet this criterion. �B�
The percentage of formant ratios cor-
responding to each chromatic interval
in �A� for excited and subdued speech.
�C� The same as �A�, but for the
monolog data. �D� The same as �B�,
but for the monolog data in �C�.
p-values for each interval were calcu-
lated using the chi-squared test for in-
dependence, with expected values
equal to the mean number of occur-
rences of an interval ratio across ex-
cited and subdued speech. Intervals
empirically determined to distinguish
major and minor music are underlined
�dashed-lines indicate intervals with
less marked contributions�.
The difference between the fundamental frequencies of
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excited and subdued speech also affects the prevalence of
specific formant ratios. Given the same voiced speech sound,
the positions of the first and second formants are relatively
stable between excited and subdued speech �as they must be
to allow vowel phonemes to be heard correctly�. The higher
fundamental frequencies of excited speech, however, in-
crease the frequency distance between harmonics, causing
lower harmonics to underlie the first and second formants.
As a result the F2/F1 ratios in excited speech tend to com-
prise smaller numbers and thus more often represent musical
intervals defined by smaller number ratios. Conversely, the
lower fundamental frequencies in subdued speech decrease
the distance between harmonics, causing higher harmonics to
underlie the formants. Thus the F2/F1 ratios in subdued
speech tend to comprise larger numbers, which more often
represent musical intervals defined by larger number ratios.
Intervals whose defining ratios contain only the numbers one
through five �octaves, perfect fifths, perfect fourths, major
thirds, and major sixths� were typically more prevalent in the
F2/F1 ratios of excited speech, whereas intervals with defin-
ing ratios containing larger numbers �all other chromatic in-
tervals� were more prevalent in the F2/F1 ratios of subdued
speech �see Table I and Fig. 5�. The only exceptions to this
rule were the prevalences of major seconds and perfect
fourths in the F2/F1 ratios of the monolog recordings, which
were slightly higher in excited speech than in subdued
speech or not significantly different, respectively. Presum-
ably, these exceptions result from the greater overlap of fun-
damental frequencies between excited and subdued speech in
the monologues �see Fig. 3�.

Thus, based on these comparisons, differences in the
spectra of excited and subdued speech parallel differences in
the spectra of major and minor tonic thirds and sixths, but
not of major and minor melodic seconds and tonic sevenths.

C. Melodic seconds and tonic sevenths

Although the empirical prevalence of melodic seconds
and tonic sevenths also distinguishes major and minor music
�see Table IV�, as described in Sec. IV B the spectral char-
acteristics of these intervals do not parallel those in excited
and subdued speech. The mean implied fundamental fre-
quency of tonic sevenths in major music is lower than in
minor music, and, although the mean implied fundamental
frequency of melodic seconds in major music is higher than
in minor music the difference is small. Moreover, the major-
ity of implied fundamentals for these intervals are below the
range of fundamental frequencies in speech. With respect to
formant ratios, there are fewer minor seconds and sevenths in
excited speech than in subdued speech, but this was also true
of major seconds and sevenths.

These results accord with music theory. Unlike tonic
thirds and sixths, melodic seconds and tonic sevenths are not
taken to play a significant role in distinguishing major and
minor music �Aldwell and Schachter, 2003�. Rather these
intervals are generally described as serving other purposes,
such as varying the intensity of melodic motion in the case of
seconds and creating a sense of tension that calls for reso-

lution to the tonic in the case of sevenths �op cit.�. This
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interpretation is supported by the fact that major and minor
melodic seconds and tonic sevenths are commonplace in
both major and minor music �see Table IV�.

D. Just intonation vs equal temperament

Most of the music analyzed here will have been per-
formed and heard in equal tempered tuning, as is almost all
popular music today; given that our hypothesis is based on
associations between speech and music, our decision to use
just intoned rather than equally tempered ratios to define the
musical intervals requires justification.

Just intonation is based on ratios of small integers and
thus is readily apparent in the early harmonics of any har-
monic series, voiced speech included �Rossing, 1990�. To
relate the spectral structure of voiced speech to the spectra of
musical intervals, it follows that just intoned ratios are the
appropriate comparison. Equal tempered tuning is a compro-
mise that allows musicians to modulate between different
key signatures without retuning their instruments while re-
taining as many of the perceptual qualities of just intoned
intervals as possible. The fact that the differences introduced
by equal tempered tuning are acceptable to most listeners
implies that either system is capable of associating the har-
monic characteristics of music and speech.

Furthermore, the spectral comparisons we made do not
strictly depend on the use of just intoned ratios. With respect
to implied fundamental frequencies, the phenomenon of vir-
tual pitch is robust and does not depend on precise frequency
relations �virtual pitches can be demonstrated with equally
tempered instruments such as the piano; Terhardt et al.,
1982�. With respect to formant ratios, if equal tempered tun-
ings had been used to define the intervals instead of just
intonation tunings, the same results would have been ob-
tained by increasing the window for a match from 1% to 2%.
Finally, retuning the major and minor thirds and sixths for
the 7497 melodies we examined, resulted in a mean absolute
frequency difference of only 3.5 Hz.

E. Why thirds are preeminent in distinguishing major
and minor music

A final question is why the musical and emotional dis-
tinction between major and minor melodies depends prima-
rily on tonic thirds, and how this fact aligns with the hypoth-
esis that associations made between the spectral
characteristics of music and speech are the basis for the af-
fective impact of major versus minor music. Although our
analysis demonstrates similarities between the spectra of ma-
jor and minor thirds and the spectra of excited and subdued
speech, it does not indicate why thirds, in particular, provide
the critical affective difference arising from the tonality of
major and minor music. One plausible suggestion is that
among the intervals that differentiate major and minor tone
collections, thirds entail the lowest and thus the most pow-
erful harmonics. Accordingly, of the distinguishing intervals,
thirds are likely to be the most salient in the spectra of both

voiced speech sounds and musical tones.
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V. CONCLUSION

In most aspects of music—e.g., intensity, tempo, and
rhythm—the emotional quality of a melody is conveyed at
least in part by physical imitation in music of the character-
istics of the way a given emotion is expressed in human
behavior. Here we asked whether the same principle might
apply to the affective impact of the different tone collections
used in musical compositions. The comparisons of speech
and music we report show that the spectral characteristics of
excited speech more closely reflect the spectral characteris-
tics of intervals in major music, whereas the spectral charac-
teristics of subdued speech more closely reflect the spectral
characteristics of intervals that distinguish minor music.
Routine associations made between the spectra of speech ut-
tered in different emotional states and the spectra of thirds
and sixths in major and minor music thus provide a plausible
basis for the different emotional effects of these different
tone collections in music.
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